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Carter to resume registration 
by Steve Muyskens 
Hope students may soon be required to 
register for the draft, if President Car-
ter's proposals are implemented. 
In the annual State of the Union address 
given on Jan. 23, Carter announced to 
Congress and to the nation that he wants 
to "begin registration" of draft-age 
youths. 
"The President has the authority . . . to 
require registration for males between 18 
and 26 . . . s a i d Patricia Bario, Carter's 
deputy press secretary, at a news con-
ference a week ago. She continued, "It 
has yet to be decided whether he will 
require registration for that total pool, 
which is about 16 million, or whether he 
would have a segment register to make 
up the pool from which to draw." 
Asked whether women would be in-
cluded in the registration, Bario an-
swered, "The President doesn't now have 
the authority to require registration for 
women. He will decide within the next few 
weeks whether he will ask Congress for 
that authority." 
Registration would require people to go 
to their local post office and fill out a form 
listing their name and address, date of 
birth, and parents' names and addresses. 
Bario estimated that "registration will 
probably start within the next few 
months." 
In his speech to Congress, Carter ex-
pressed hope that "it will not be 
necessary to reimpose the draft ," but he 
also announced his intention to send to 
Congress legislat ive and budget 
proposals to revitalize the Selective 
Service System, 4 4so that we can begin 
registration and then meet future 
mobilization needs rapidly if they arise." 
A Selective Service spokesman said 
that under his presidential powers Carter 
could also order resumption of physical 
examinations and draft classification, but 
that it would take an act of Congress to 
begin the actual drafting of young men. 
Most Hope students are too young to 
have registered for the draft before 
by Beth Dodd 
Plans for the first Hope College Critical 
Issues Symposium: Focus on the Middle 
East continue to progress. Last Thursday 
the Administrative Affairs Board met 
and approved a motion to dismiss classes 
on Thursday, March 13 in order to 
promote complete campus participation 
in this historical event. 
The day's activities will begin at 9 a.m. 
in the chapel, when Dr. Zhedi Labib 
Terzi, Permanent Observer at the United 
Nations from the Palestinian Liberation 
Organization, will speak on "The Con-
figuration of Peace in the Middle East : a 
Palestinian View." 
"Terzi is the man who ex-United 
Nations Ambassador Andrew Young met 
with, that cost Young his job and career ," 
stated President Van Wylen. 
Following Terzi s speech there will be 
five varied workshops for which 
distinguished speakers from around the 
country are being brought to the campus. 
"Business Interactions in the Arab 
World" will be presented by Peter 
Huizenga, from Waste Management Inc. 
out of Chicago. He has practical ex-
perience working in the Middle East and 
will tell his view and experiences. 
"Presidential Politics and the Arab 
World" will be run by a staffer from one 
of the presidential campaign committees, 
possibly Connally. "Energy and U.S. 
Foreign Policy" will be presented jointly 
by Cotter Tharin, professor of geology, 
and Robert Cline, assistant professor of 
economics. 
Tentative speakers include Lewis 
Scutter, a Reformed Church missionary 
to the Middle East who will discuss the 
historical relationship between the 
Christian and Muslim churches in the 
Middle East in a workshop entitled 
President Ford ordered a halt to it April Amencan Churcb Involvement in the 
1, 1975. The military draft itself ended ^ a b World. Finally, in a session 
Jan. 27, 1973, with the birth of the all- discussing slam in the 20th Century " 
Richard Butler, director of the Middle 
East division of Overseas Ministries of 




Hope in market tor new computer 
by Steve Muyskens 
The Hope computer science depart-
ment is in the process of replacing its six 
year old Xerox Sigma VI computer with a 
new computer incorporating what John 
Watson, chairman of the department, 
described as "state of the art software" 
and "state of the art hardware." 
The new computer should be able to 
handle 64 terminals on line. This con-
trasts with the 32 terminals already in-
stalled or being hooked up at the present 
time. The "hardware" of the hew com-
puter-the actual equipment itself-will be 
"half the size or less of the current 
system," according to Watson. It will also 
require less power and less air con-
ditioning than the Xerox. 
Watson foresees that the new computer 
will result in more information handling 
capacity, better information, and faster 
information retrieval. Equipment that 
can be adapted to keep up with the rapid 
changes in the computing field is being 
considered since,'"we want to stay up 
with developments in software," said 
Watson. (Software is the information 
input and retrieval systems associated 
with a computer ; that part of a computer, 
which Watson explained, Myou can't 
kick.") As an example of the rapid 
development of computer technology, 
five years ago the Xerox's disc drives 
allowed for 25 million ,4bytes" per inch, 
but the new disc drives can now handle 
500 million bytes per inch. 
Hope's lease of the Xerox is up in 
March of 1981. Last spring provost David 
Marker appointed an ad-hoc committee 
to decide what should be done with the 
^ computer and how much it would cost to 
replace it. Preliminary figures ranged 
from $700,000 to $1.2 million. The com-
puter selection committee and its sub-
committees composed of faculty, staff, 
and students have begun the weeding-out 
process of selecting a company from 
which to purchase or lease a new com-
puter. 
Requests for proposals were sent to 16 
computer companies. Ten responded. Six 
submitted technical bids by the Dec.l 
deadline, and since then two more have 
been subsequently eliminated. "We are 
now going through the final evaluation of 
the four vendors," said Watson. The four 
companies under consideration are 
Burroughs, Dick, Honeywell, and Univac. 
Watson hopes to have the final decision 
made by March or April of this year so 
that conversion to the new system can 
start during the summer. 
Why doesn't the school just renew its 
lease with Xerox and forget about this 
(continued on p. 3) 
m 
Five years old and already obsolete. Dave Wang tendt tfcc Xerox Sigma VI 
which. If all goes as planned, will be replaced wltli a more efficient eomp«4er 
by this summer, (photo by Steve Goshorn) 
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From May to yoweducation abroad 1 
byNameyTmiuim various field sUtlons collecting vabdasoun." 
Congress has devised this new logo to 
Identify themselves with. (photo by 
Steve Goshorn) 
From high atop the Andes to the con-
crete , Jungle of Chicago, from the 
majestic Rockies to the sparkeling 
waters of the Gulf of Mexico, from an-
cient European cathedrals to the wilds of 
Canada-The opportunity to see and 
experience these exciting places can be 
yours this May Term. Hope's eleven off-
campus May and summer terms are the 
carefully planned projects of ten different 
disciplines. There Is something for 
everyone. 
Allen Brady, professor of Biology, leads 
a group to West and North Central 
Florida to study invertabrate animals in 
marine and terrestrial environments. 
Part of the time students will work out of 
Student congress minutes 
(The Hope Student Congress meets portance of encouraging campus par-
every other Wednesday night at 10 ticipation in this event. 
p.m. This column Is to let the student Dave Rhem has arranged for the WJBL 
body know what their government Is newssheets for Phelps Cafeteria 
doing, and hopefully create some t h e y a r e appreciated by 
ocMve Interest-bd) 
by Beth Dodd 
The Jan. 23 Student Congress meeting 
opened with a short discussion on the 
early completion of Winants Auditorium, 
a project they sponsored. The new 
Student Congress logo, as designed by 
Lisa Gidday, was presented. 
Jon Schmidt, Student Congress 
president, then explained the upcoming 
Critical Issues Symposium and the im-
Thinking about 
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students. A brief discussion was held on 
sending incoming freshman class sum-
mations for all one hundred level courses, 
similar to what the English department 
offers. 
Reports were then given from different 
subcommit tees . The Administrative 
Board is presently considering the 
schedule for next year, and plans to hold 
an open session on Tuesday, Jan. 29 
during community hour to hear com-
ments and suggestions about current 
class schedules and possible alternatives. 
The Campus Life Board reported the 
ruling on the Centurian Fraternity as a 
co-ed fraternity outside of Pan-Hel and 
IFC and directly responsible to ECAC. 
The Appropriations Committee gave an 
incomplete report, stating, however, that 
there is still plenty of money available for 
any worthy projects. 
Schmidt fo rmed a four -member 
committee to meet with Jon Huisken, 
registrar, to review the registration and 
grade report procedures. He then an-
nounced that there is a group of citizens 
forming in Lansing to try to lower the 
drinking age who want a campus liaison. 
The members were urged to bring any 
suggestions to the next meeting, and they 
adjourned. 
Hope gets science grant 
specimens. Another biological field study Wayne G. Boulton, associate professor 
Is beig offered by Paul Van F a n e n and of Religion, has arranged an I D S. Senior 
Eldon D. Greij, associate professors of Seminar May term in St. Andrews, 
Biology, who will be leading students Scotland. The focus of study is the impact 
across Lake Michigan dunes and into the of Protestant Christianity on education, 
forests of Canada for a study of plant and By exposing Hope students to the 
animal communities. • academic way of life at St. Andrews 
What better way to finish off four Universtty-the oldest University in 
science credits and learn geology than to Scotland where the faculty and students 
head out to Salida, Colorado with Robert all wear academic gowns-Boulton hopes 
Reinking, associate professor of Geology, to help students gain a different 
In three weeks Reinkii^ thinks he can prospective in working out their own 
have his beginning students seeing the educational philosophy. 
world as a geologist sees it-a valley as a Also available on the other side of the 
process begun by a stream or a glacier. Atlantic is professor of History David L 
Another program, for geology majors Clark's course, "France and England 
only, runs along with the four hour 201 Connections in History." Basically 
course, but lasts for six weeks. The following the traH of the Norman 
geology field study works from a base Conquest, the tour starts in London, goes 
camp where, besides first-hand study, through Brittany and the Loire Valley, 
field trips to the second highest peak in and finishes in Paris. Stonehenge. pre 
Colorado, the Colorado Springs, and the historical sights in Carnac, Norman 
annual party seem to highlight the ex- palaces, and Renaissance chateaus are a 
perience. David Chan, and Alan Murray, few of the places that Clark hopes will 
students who took this May term two 41bring alive crucial events in English and 
years ago, agreed by a landslide that its a French history by on-site discussion of 
fantastic trip. them." 
For the literature lover, Charles A. It's often been said that the best way to 
Huttar, professor of English, has planned learn a language is to be forced to speak 
a May term which will begin in Scotland it. The Spanish department is offering a 
and head down into England. Among the language-oriented May term in Bogota 
territory traversed will be Bobbie Burn's Columbia. Hubert Weller, professor of 
country. Sir Walter Scott's neck of the Spanish, plans to lead his group up into 
woods, the Lake District, and the the Andes Mountains where learning the 
Moorlands of Wuthering Heights. Huttar language and getting a feel for a com 
hopes to highlight this trip with an pletely different culture are the course 
overnight walking tour, Wordsworth objectives. The course, entitled The 
style. A June term (June 2^July 15) will Columbian Experience," could be a high 
tour Southern England, about half the point in a Hope College career. 
time being spent in London, and the other A course entitled German Cultural 
half in Stratford, Oxford, Bath, Dover, History will be offered by William Dor 
And Canterbury. 
London is also the location for professor 
of Economics Barrie Richardson's course 
"Management-The British Style." A 
study of financial and business in-
stitutions such as the Bank of England, 
nemann, associate professor of German, 
and will focus on gorgraphical points 
especially significant to the development 
of German culture down through the 
ages. 
The Washington D C. May term is an 
directly with college professors and in-
dustrial scientists in research this 
summer. 
National Science Foundation grants 
totalling $1.88 million have been awarded 
to 123 colleges and universities in 45 
Hope has been awarded a National 
Science Foundat ion s u m m e r un-
dergraduate research grant to support 
the work of six students in basic chemical 
research. 
The Hope students will be among 1,003 
of the nation's most gifted science majors states and Puerto Rico for support of 126 
who will have an opportunity to work project^. 
Students selected for the Hope program 
will have the opportunity to work on a 
collaborative basis with faculty mentors 
in the research areas of neurochemistry, 
o rgan ic syn thes i s , env i ronmen ta l 
c h e m i s t r y , l a s e r s p e c t r o s c o p y , 
toxicology, photochemistry and inorganic 
coordination chemistry, according to 
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Lloyds of London, and the John Lewis excellent opportunity to gain insight info 
Partnership, Inc. are among the topics of the running of our own government 
Richardson's discussion format class. Interviews and studies are held with the 
Kathy Booker, who participated in this foreign embassy, lobby groups. Capitol 
probram last May, said, "It was by far Hill, various independent agencies, and 
the most exciting thing I've ever done at the executive branch including the state 
Hope College-you really realize that department and the treasury. Lori Fox. 
people in other countries can have a good who p a r t i c i p a t e d in last year ' s 
life style and that their viewpoints are as Washington May term, said, "I became 
much more comfortable with dealing 
with other people, no matter how im-
portant they a r e . " The Washington 
program also opens students eyes to big 
city life. 
Will i iam Vanderb i l t . associate 
professor of Physical Education, is 
conduct ing a May t e rm which starts with 
classes at Hope, studies programs in 
Grand Rapids, and ends with a week in 
Chicago. Vanderbilt views the program 
as "an effort to expose our people, 
physical education and recreation alike, 
to the major challenges in the problems of 
recreation programs in urban areas " 
The students are shown the contrast 
between the educational and recreational 
opportunities in inner cities and rural 
areas . 
The fees of the individual programs 
vary greatly. The high cost of ac-
comodaions is lowered in some programs 
by the use of homestays or camping 
Trying to keep the cost to a minimum 
seems to have been an objective of the 
professors interviewed. 
To find out more about the programs, 
contact registrar Jon J . Huisken A $100 
deposit is due by February 15 for par-
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Four injured sledding 
by Steve Muyskens 
Four Cosmos were injured in a 
tobogganing accident last Saturday night. 
Tom Madden, a junior from Brooklyn, 
was transferred from Holland Hospital to 
Hackley Hospital in Muskegon where he 
was listed in critical but stable condition 
after suffering a skull fracture. Visitors 
report that he was "fading in and out" 
which is regarded as an improvement in 
his condition. 
Richard Lupkes, a junior from Rapid 
City, suffered chest injuries and was 
taken to Holland Hospital for treatment. 
David Braschler, a junior from South 
Haven, suffered a compound fracture to 
his leg and was also taken to Holland 
Hospital. Senior David Feder, from 
Napierville, was released from the 
hospital af ter treatment for bruises and 
abrasions. 
The group of students from the Cosmo 
House went tobagganing at the Carrousel 
Mountain area near Lake Michigan. 
While most of the group were returning to 
their cars, the four mentioned above 
decided to make one last run down a hill 
not previously explored. They lost control 
of the tobaggan and hit a tree head on. 
Friends were brought to the scene by 
calls for help and the four were taken to 
the hospital. 
Christian rock Kleis losses 
comes to Hope 
s 
W 
Parking areaG a l t o perform 
maydecrease 
by Russell Yankers 
If the railroad company which owns the 
land under Siberia parking lot has its 
way, nearly one-third of Hope's parking 
spaces may have to be eliminated. 
Last Sept., the lease to property 
surrounding the railroad track expired. 
When the new contract was drawn up, the 
railroad was asking for $17,000 a year for 
the property rent-well over six times the 
price the college paid last year. 
The college's counter proposal was 
$3000. As of yet the college has not heard 
from the railroad, and a re receiving bills 
at the old rate. Bill Anderson, vice 
president for business and finance ,said, 
"We have decided to pay the bills for this 
year and wait to see what happens." 
The land leased from the railrord also 
includes Dow parking lot and part of the 
land on which the Dow Center is built. 
Although the college would let go of the 
parking lots, it would have to continue to 
lease the land under Dow. 
The possible loss of Siberia would mean 
the elimination of nearly a third of the 
present parking spaces. 
Anderson said there is a possibility of 
buying a piece of property to replace 
Siberia if it is not re-leased. 
Hope's Young Concert Artist Series will 
present mezzo soprano Zehava Gal in a 
recital Tuesday, Feb. 5 at 8 p.m. in 
Dimnent Memorial Chapel. Admission is 
free. 
Miss Gal will also present a workshop 
for voice students on Wednesday, Feb. 6, 
at 3;d0 p.m. in Wichers Auditorium. In-
formation on the workshop may be ob-
tained from the music department. 
Gal was winner of the 1979 Young 
Concert Artists international auditions. 
She has also earned other international 
honors. In 1978, she won the grand prize 
and the Darius Milhaud Prize in the 
Concours International de Chant De 
Paris, and also won highest prize in the 
Munich International Voice Competition. 
She has performed with noted or-
chestras and conductors both in this 
country and abroad. She has appeared as 
soloist with the Israel Chamber Or-
chestra under Gary Bertini and the 
Juill iard Orchestra under Richard 
Dufallo and Sixten Ehrling, and on 
national television in Italy under Eduardo 
Mata. 
Born in Israel, Gal was an ac-
complished pianist, and graduated from 
the Rubin Academy in Jerusalem having 
done vocal studies under the tutelage of 
Jennie Tourel. Gal also studied with 
Daniel Ferro at the Juilliard School of 
Music in New York. 
This Saturday in the DeWitt Theatre 
the Ministry of Christ's People has 
arranged for the performance of the Wall 
Brothers Band, a four piece band which 
features contemporary Christian music. 
"Indeed, Hope is a liberal arts college 
dedicated to the full enrichment of men 
and women, by what is often overlooked 
is that a Christian perspective is also part 
of the complete Hope experience," states 
the Ministry of Crhist's People, sponsors 
of this first in a series of Christian con-
certs at Hope. 
The MOCP's reason for bringing the 
Wall Brothers to campus will also allow 
the MOCP to raise enough funds to 
provide the college with similar groups 
and performers in the coming years. 
Feeling that Christian music is no 
longer limited to hymns or country 
western gospel, the MOCP has initiated a 
series of concerts to convey this idea to 
others as well. Two upcoming concerts in 
the series feature Pete Carlson on March 
7, and the One Truth with Tim Sheppard 
in the Holland Civic Center on April 20. 
Tickets for this Saturday's event can be 
purchased in the Chaplain's office at 
Phelps during dinner, or at the door on 
the night of the event for $1 with student 
I.D., $2 for all others. 
Seven women who were left homeless 
after fire destroyed Kleis Cottage have 
been rehoused. Six of them are now living 
in campus apartments and one has 
moved off-campus. 
"After the fire," stated Bruce John-
ston, assistant dean of students in charge 
of student housing, "we tried to be as 
helpful as possible. Several offers for aid 
were received from townspeople, 
maintenance helped in moving and 
cleaning up, and friends lent their sup-
port." 
Even with the help of many concerned 
people, problems occurred. Loss of 
property, worth almost $5,000 in the case 
of two of the students, was a major 
problem. Although many items only 
needed cleaning, many need to be 
replaced. CoUege insurance as well as 
persona] homeowners* insurance will 
help with some replacement cost, paying 
as much as half of the loss. 
Loss of property was not the only 
problem, and in the words of one of the 
women involved, "the biggest hassle was 
the moving around which was 
necessary." However, the women are 
settled into permanent housing (for this 
semester), and the problems caused by 
the fire are being worked out. 
f2 
Plans cooking for Durfee 
Hope shops tor computer 
(continued from p. ]) 
hassle and expense? For one thing, Xerox 
announced its "intention to die," to get 
out of the computer hardware line in July 
1975. Honeywell took over respnosibility 
for the Xerox computers. "We've had 
some maintenance problems with 
Honeywell," explained Watson. The 
problems have centered around getting 
ahold of equipment and Honeywell's lack 
of experience on Xerox equipment. "For 
example," Watson bemoans, " las t 
Saturday (Jan. 19) we were down from 
9:30 'till 4:00 waiting for an engineer 
(from Honeywell). It took him twenty 
minutes to fix it when he got h e r e . . . .I'm 
upset with that kind of response." 
In addition, Watson said that "the 
major thing we want to do is to go to a 
data-base system." the Xerox was 
designed according to a card oriented 
system. Hope's current programs will 
have to be rewritten to take advantage of 
the new hardware. Watson hopes to 
employ several students in this capacity 
over the summer. 
What will happen to the old hardware? 
Watson admits that "the market is not 
very good," but he is still confident. "1 
just feel that we will sell it." 
Group meetings and served meals are 
among planned uses for the closed Durfee 
cafeteria. With the opening of Phelps 
dining hall the Food Committee, a group 
of Student Congress and Saga Food 
Service representatives as well as other 
interested persons, has recently been 
discussing possible uses for Durfee. 
Proposed uses for Durfee include 
waited candlelight and linen dinners, 
meals with live music, dinner meetings, 
meals for couples, inter-dorm activities, 
seminars, alumni groups, and joint 
college-community efforts. Specialties 
and restaurant-style meals might require 
a minimal extra fee plus a meal ticket to 
defray extra costs. For planning pur-
poses, reservations would be necessary 
for both group and individual activities. 
Paul Kury, Food Service Director, 
commented that "there is a market for 
this alternative to the regular meal 
program since people would enjoy the 
change." He further stated that "to 
maintain a successful and stable in-
stitution we have to accommodate these 
needs without affecting students par-
ticipating in the regular board plan." 
Ann Fredrickson, Food Committee 
Chairperson, said that one of the purposes 
of the proposed use of Durfee is " to 
enable a student who does not want to 
scramble in Phelps to choose an alter-
native that is within a student's budget." 
Concerning possible re-opening of 
regular Durfee service, Kury explained, 
"I really think there is not a need for 
Durfee to be open since it has been 
demonstrated that the scramble system 
can handle the flow of diners. As the 
scramble system becomes known, people 
will learn to stagger their time." 
After some concrete financial figures 
have been obtained concerning the 
specifics of the proposed use of Durfee, a 
system will be created to handle the 
alternative meal program. 
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w 
o. Does Carter want you? 
^ President Carter's Jan. 23 
•c announcement that he wants to 
g begin registering young men for 
w the draft caused minor waves of 
panic (and a few momentary 
major panics) throughout Hope's 
o campus. While frat house 
u residents planned tentative car 
^ pools to Canada, women 
k gathered to fearfully anticipate 
the destiny of their brothers and 
friends--and consider the 
possibility of their own con-
scription. This concern, while 
perhaps not entirely un-
warranted, is greatly premature. 
Granted, the resumption of the 
registration for the draft is a 
major step in American policy, 
but the matter needs some 
clarification at this point to avoid 
undue concern caused by 
misinformation. By the time the 
commentators had finished 
explaining, expanding on, 
restating, and commenting on 
Carter's statement, even a few of 
the collegiate-minded geniuses 
here at Hope emerged a tad 
befuddled. So, folks, to set you 
straight: no, the draft is not in 
progress. Registration isn't even 
in progress. 
What Carter has done is to 
propose that registration be 
reinstated. Before this can 
happen the proposal must be 
passed in Congress. So, while it is 
likely that registration will 
resume, it will be a matter of 
months before it happens. And, 
again, it is only the registration, 
NOT the actual draft. 
Another point which needs to 
be clarified is that ERA and 
enlistment of women are not 
synonymous. ERA has yet to be 
passed, and were it passed it 
would almost certainly not carry 
with it the automatic and im-
mediate induction of women into 
the armed forces. Such an 
eventuality is possible, but far 
from imminent. 
What Hope students can do, 
rather than spending their time 
fretting over their doom, is to 
bring themselves out of isolation 
by reading the newspapers, 
watching the news, and being 
careful to sift fact from fiction 
and minimize hyped-up stories 
and exaggerated accounts. 
Each student must, as well, get 
straight in his own mind where 
he stands on the subject of going 
to war. While, again, this is not a 
case of impending doom and 
dispair, it is crucial that each of 
the persons in the age group to be 
affected (that's us, folks) know 
his own mind. 
So keep informed, keep calm, 
sit back, take your shoes off, and 
watch the news. 
Everybody's happy—what went wrong? 
Well, at last the College did it. 
Despite all the delays in just 
about every building and 
renovation project begun in the 
last few years, Heme has finally 
ended a project ahead of time: 
the renovation of Winants 
Auditorium. What makes this 
renovation project all the better 
is that not only has the work been 
done in time with a minimum of 
inconvenience, but it also ap-
pears that all of the interested 
part ies invo lved in the 
renovation have come out of this 
satisfied. 
The Student Congress (putting 
forth $15,000 toward the project) 
has given toward a cause which 
most students can actually see 
physical evidence of, as opposed 
to their more regular ana less 
glamorous task of assuring 
students representation in the 
different committees and boards. 
The art department, too, has 
fared well through this issue. 
Years ago the idea of a Winants 
renovat ion project arose 
whereby the College proposed to 
install a hung ceiling with 
flourescent lighting. This idea, 
the art department objected, 
would result in the complete 
obstruction of the architecture 
used in Winants' ceiling. With the 
new renovation, however, not 
only is the architecture still seen, 
but the plans called for the 
restoration of the ceiling ar-
chitecture in order to draw more 
attention to it. At the same time, 
indirect lighting was used to 
complement the adjustable 
direct lighting, thus creating a 
more pleasant atmosphere 
throughout. 
The College Administration 
has also come out of this fairly 
well in several respects. First, 
the looks of the new auditorium 
will more than likely bring a 
more pleasant atmosphere, 
which in turn will mean more use 
for Winants in a greater variety 
of ways. Secondly, the in-
stallation of the ceiling with three 
inches of insulation will save the 
College a good deal of money (it 
is estimated that it could save as 
much as $6,000 per year). The 
fans are also a good energy-
saving device which does not 
detract from the appearance of 
the auditorium. 
Thus, it appears that virtually 
nobody came out the worse for 
the renovation of Winants. What 
would undoubtedly be best (the 
proverbial best of all possible 
worlds) would be for the school to 
figure out what it did right in this 
project, and use this formula in 
projects to come, such as the 12th 
Street changes and the Voorhees 
modifications. Perhaps this is too 




The anchor has altered its office hours 
for this semester. They are now as 
follows: 
Sun-Wed. 1 p.m.-3 p.m. 
Fri. 4p.m.-5p.m 
Mon.-Tues. 9 p.m.-3 a m . 











With time to spare, the newly renovated Winants Auditorium has added 
together good looks and functionability, and was ready in time for SACs first 
movie of the semester, (photo by Lor a Rector) 
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Yugoslavia trip reviewed 
Film succeeds in style 
by Michael Norris with the absence of pleasantries that have 
There have been few studies of the long grown stale. They sit in the park and 
elderly in film that transcend cliche'. Not watch the young play with certain am-
only a re senior citizens often portrayed as bivalence. They wait for their social 
frail, sexless, and childlike; at the same security checks. 
time, in an almost patronizing way, the one morning, Joe (George Bums) 
old are shown as worldly-wise. Both suggests a t the breakfast table that he 
by Lisa Raak 
The combined efforts of the A.C.M. and 
the GCLA have resulted in the rein-
stitution of a Yugoslavia study program 
available to Hope students. Michael 
Petrpvich, associate professor of history 
images stifle. 
There are exceptions. In Paul 
Mazursky's Harry and Tonto Art 
Carney gives a memorable performance 
and his cohorts, A1 (Art Carney) and 
Willie (Lee Strasberg), should rob a 
bank. He lays out a balance sheet where 
the minuses are as attractive as the 
as a geriatric who suddenly becomes pluses. If they are successful, they could 
rootless. He strides and stumbles in the buy into a newsstand that would support a 
aquaintances he meets, learning as he few minor luxuries, such as eating out 
goes along on his trek across the coun- that they have previously been unable to 
tryside. The offbeat humor of Hal Ashby's afford. Should they get caught, Joe 
Harald and Maude gives us the contends, it would be free room and board 
superlative talent of Ruth Gordon as an for a few years while their collective 
eccentric lover of life involved in a social security checks piled up to await 
March/December romance. Simone them upon release; unfortunately, the 
Signoret. in Madame Rosa, portrayed bleeding heart liberals will no doubt 
an obese prostitute who in her later years shorten their stay in prison. 
has taken on the responsibilities ^ of It takes a while for Willie to join the 
looking after the illigitimate children of other two, but it soon becomes apparent 
her colleagues to m a k c ends meet. These that this diversion is life-renewing. Even 
in the planning stages, the crime supplies 
a tension that gives their life added zeal. 
When the robbery finally comes off, its 
success is not so much due to the 
th reesome ' s skill as to the in-
credulousness of the people In the bank. 
Their getaway car is a cab. 
Not long after , listening to their exploits 
over the radio in the park, Willie suffers a 
heart attack. Joe and A1 are saddened but 
undaunted. They disembark for a spree in 
Las Vegas and complicate their 
problems. In saturation, a second 
member of the trio dies, while the 
remaining gent goes it alone, albeit with 
style. 
Going in Style is billed as a comedy. 
But one expecting to see octogenarian 
George Bums in yet another vehical for 
his stand-up comic mannerisms will be 
disappointed. It is a black comedy as 
slow-moving as its protagonists. There 
are no obligatory car chase sequences or 
love interests to add sparkle. 
Writer/director Martin Brest's main 
characters tell us what it is like to grow flaw is his trying to have the film as both 
old. They a re men and women first, with a fantasy and a realistic treatment of the 
age as an additional impediment toward problems of the aged. Recognizing this as 
any outside forces that they have to deal his first feature, though, makes him a 
with. director to watch in the future. As for 
Going In style is the story of three George Burns, it is pleasant to see him 
men waiting out their retirement years, step out of character and take on a meaty 
They sit in the kitchenette of the apart- role. There is humor to be had here, but it 
ment they must share to make ends meet is with a bite. 
% 
Michael Petrovich, associate professor 
of History, who has taken charge of this 
year 's Yukoslavia program offered 
through the GLCA and ACM. (photo by 
Steve Goshorn) 
and native of Yugoslavia, is currently 
serving as the program's first director. 
The Yugoslavia semester makes 
available a variety of new experiences to 
American college students. They live in 
Yugoslavian homes, s tudy in a 
Yugoslavian University, leara to speak 
Serbo-Croetian, the language of the 
Yugoslavians, and travel throughout all 
six Yugoslavian republics. 
A few problems were encountered 
during the trial s emes te r - cour se 
selection, professor coordination, and 
host family match-ups-but Petrovich 
suggests that "the human quality of 
getting two cultures together" is the 
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seems very pleased with the program's 
premiere performance: "This year we're 
pioneers; a bass is being laid," he states. 
He speaks of adventure, and tells of an 
occasion when students pulled trapped 
victims out of an overturned car in a 
riverbed. He speaks of Midwestern 
Americans who "get to know them-
selves" in a new way as they begin to 
envision a world larger than they had 
imagined. 
Last semester the students traveled 
3,000 miles in 10 .days , visiting 
monasteries, monuments, village feasts, 
and many other nationally significant 
places. They also travel each weekend, 
for classes are only held Monday through 
Thursday, allowing a three-day weekend. 
Students study at the University of 
Zagred, of which Petrovich was honored 
to be made an associate professor of 
history last fall. Students spend three 
hours per day for the first six weeks 
learning the language of the people, and 
hours per day for the remainder of the 
semester. Other course offerings deal 
with particular aspects of Yugoslavian 
culture: history, geography, economics, 
art history, sociology, international 
relations, etc., and all a re taught in 
English. "Students need to be 
academically solid, but more im-
portantly, they need to have the desire to 
leara and have the ability to adapt," 
suggests Petrovich conceming recom-














Mideast day announced 
(continued from p. 1) 
the National Council of Churches, will 
speak. Butler was active in arranging for 
the American clergymen to visit the 
hostages in Tehran. 
These workshops will begin at 10:30 
a.m. and run until approximately 11:45. 
Following the morning sessions a 
luncheon will be given in Phelps Con-
ference Room for Terzi and the other 
morning workshop leaders; all other 
students and faculty a re more than 
welcome to attend and participate in an 
informal dialogue. 
The afternoon sessin will begin at 2 
p.m. with a similar address from the 
Israeli view. There is no definite keynote 
speaker yet for the afternoon, but an 
Israeli of comparable status to Terzi is 
being arranged for. The afternoon 
workshops include Moshe Chaudnowski, 
professor of political science at Northern 
Illinois University, who will speak on the 
"Political Process in Israel. ' ' Allen 
Dowty, professor of government at Notre 
Dame University, will present a 
workshop, similar to that of the morning 
D.O. present musicale 
This Saturday at 7:00 pm. in Wichers 
Auditorium the women of Delta Omicron 
will present a musicale. Delta Omicron 
members Beth Botsis, Kim Nagy, Trina 
Picha, Nancy Richtie, and Susan Ward 
along with pledges Marilyn VanHouten 
and Terri Whitney will perform a variety 
of works from several periods, utilizing 
the idioms of piano, voice, and viola. 
Delta Omicron is a national music 
fraternity, which is active at Hope. 
Admission is free. 
but with an opposing view, on 
Presidential Politics and the Israeli 
World. 
"The Peace-making Process Begun at 
Camp David" will be discussed by Ghana 
Palti, Israeli Consul for Press and In-
formation, Consulate General of Israel. 
Michael Brooks, from Program on 
Studies in Religion at the University of 
Michigan, will speak on Judaism in the 
20th Century. Ezra Mendelsohn, visiting 
professor of history, . will present 
"Zionism in Israel Today." The afternoon 
workshops begin at 3:30 p.m. and ter-
minate at approximately 4:45. 
The closing event of the day will be a 
speaker presenting "The Configurations 
of Peace in the Middle East : The 
American View" at 7 p.m. This speech 
will probably be given from the official 
government standpoint by a leading 
diplomat in this area. 
l l iere are many complications to a day 
of this magnitude. Protocol, in view of the 
prestigious positions oi the speakers and 
their historical differences, is complex. 
This day is significant also on a national 
and international level. Special press 
conferences are being arranged for the 
keynote speakers through the office of 
Tom Renner, director of information 
services. 
However, the greatest concern is for 
the students to realize the opportunities 
offered by this day and support it with 
their participation. Different groups on 
campus will be asked to help with in-
formation and publicity. Toward this end 
there will be a weekly breakfast meeting 
at 8:30 Thursday mornings in one of the 
Phelps conference rooms. All interested 
persons are invited. 
{ a a d l p g ' i t w f e w 
Peking House ranks high 
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pas****** 
by Wilttam Cohen 
The Peking House is Holland's first 
Chinese restaurant. Until the opening of 
this restaurant, Hollanders with a taste 
for Chinese food have had to travel 
elsewhere; this will no longer be 
necessary, for the new restaurant on 
Douglas Road (Ottawa Beach Road) 
prepares Oriental food worthy of com-
parison with the fare of Chinese 
restaurants in places like Chicago and 
Detroit. 
Although it does offer such traditional 
Cantonese-American staples as egg rolls, 
sweet and sour pork, chow mein, and 
fried rice, the Peking House is a Man-
darin restaurant specializing in the 
cuisine of northern China. On our visit to 
the Peking House we went with a party of 
six and restricted ourselves largely to the 
Mandarin dishes on the menu. We had an 
excellent meal for about $19 per couple. 
We began our meal with a superb 
spiced sour soup. When made properly, 
this is one of the richest and most com-
plex of Mandarin dishes. It is a thick 
hearty soup which produces its effects 
partly in the juxtaposition between its 
thick smooth texture and its tanginess. 
The soup we had was perfect. It was one 
of the best spiced sour soups we have ever 
tasted. As it should be, however, this soup 
is spicy hot and those who do not like hot 
dishes may want to try something else. 
One of the joys of eating Chinese cuisine 
is that the sharing of entrees is not merely 
acceptable, it is desirable. We ordered 
seven entrees and all the members of our 
party sampled each of them. They were 
almost uniformly excellent. One of the 
best dishes we had was moo shu pork. 
This dish is akin to a crepe in that a 
"filling" of pork, egg, bamboo shoots, and 
other ingredients is wrapped in a thin 
pancake. The success of the dish depends 
on the contrast in tastes and textures that 
results from combining the pancake with 
the filling. As they should be, our pan-
cakes were moderately dry and con-
trasted perfectly with the subtly flavored 
filling. 
The contrasts just mentioned are a 
distinguishing feature of Mandarin 
cuisine, and most of the dishes we had 
reflected this. The Mongolian beef was a 
delightful blend of beef and scallions in a 
rich sauce. Happy family combined 
shellfish and Chinese vegetables in a 
delicate sauce. Prawns a la Szechuan 
combined prawns with a sauce that was 
slightly hot and slightly sweet. Also ex-
cellent was the hot bean curd, but those 
who have not sampled Mandarin food 
before may find it a bit unusual. When 
compared with the foregoing entrees, the 
garlic chicken was a slight disap-
pointment. The dish was acceptable, but 
it lacked the distinctiveness of the other 
dishes. We also sampled the one Korean 
dish on the menu, chap chae, and found it 
to be a marvelously tasty combination of 
shredded pork, bean threads, and 
vegetables in an excellent Korean sauce. 
All things considered, the service was 
good. After all, the Peking House is brand 
new and, expecially when a new cuisine is 
being introduced to an area, it lakes time 
to familiarize the waitresses with the food 
they are serving. We came on an off-night 
and were promptly seated in a large, 
tastefully decorated dining room. Our 
waitress was pleasant and attentive, and 
service was timely. Moreover, the 
waitress did not overwhelm us with her 
presence. At the same time, there is room 
for improvement. The waitress was 
unfamiliar with some of the dishes that 
she was serving, and she was clearly 
uncomfortable and slow when serving 
with chopsticks. Such problems are, of 
course, the inevitable consequence of the 
fact that the Peking House is so new. 
They will almost certainly disappear with 
time. 
All in all, the Peking House offered a 
truly fine dining experience. It should 
please both seasoned Mandarin food buffs 
and those who are trying Chinese food for 
the first time. Although the Peking House 
was not accepting reservations during its 
first two weeks of operation, it is now 
doing so, and for those who choose to 
come on Friday or Saturday nights, 
reservations are highly recommended. 
Sform in' 
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Passing shots 
Quiz insures service with a smile 
(Kevon Malkewitz welcomes any 
questions or suggestions for articles 
to cover In his column. Drop a line to 
the anchor through campus mall or 
call him at ext. 4379.- bib) 
Often while watching racquetball from 
the balcony above the courts at the Dow 
Center, I have observed heated debates. 
The topics of these discussions may vary, 
but all of them are Interesting. One 
example is when a person gets nailed in 
the back with a strong forehand. These 
debates usually center ' around the 
questionable parentage of the person who 
hit the forehand. Another argument, 
more relevant to this article, would be a 
discussion about whether a particular 
serve was 4,goodM or ' 'bad." The 
following will be an attempt to clarify this 
particular problem. 
In order to make people think about 
how they interpret rules, I have devised a 
quiz to help people find out how much 
they really know. 
1. A served ball comes down right on top 
of the short line (the red line behind the 
server). The ball is 
a a good serve and played accordingly 
b. a short serve 
c. a do-over because nobody knows 
what to do 
1 A player drops the ball to serve, 
swings, and misses. The result is 
a. embarrassment 
b. an out serve which results in the loss 
of the serve 
a. a point for the server 
b. decapitation 
c. the ball is in play because the 
receiver struck the ball behind the short 
line 
7. A served ball almost hits the server, 
c. a fault serve which means one of the but due to various body contortions, he 
two attempts to put the ball into play has avoids it. The receiver should 
been used - ' a. award him a medal for his gymnastic 
3. A server hits the ball to the front wall ability 
and then it strikes him on the fly (in the b. call a screen serve and the point 
air, that is). The correct call is: should be replayed 
a. an out serve which results in the loss c. call a screen serve and be awarded 
of serve the serve 
b o u c h
 8. On a desperation attempt to return a 
c. a hinder, which means the point is to serve by hitting it into the back wall, the 
be replayed receiver hits the ball straight up and out 
4. A served ball hits the crotch between a of the court. The outcome is 
front and a side wall. The result is 
a. loss of serve 
b. obvious 
c. a good serve if it passes the short line 
a. a point for the server 
b. one less spectator 




5. A served ball strikes the front wall and Correct answers: b, b, a , a, c, a, b, a. 
then travels to the back wall-floor crotch. Eight correct answers: Forget about 
The serve is school; you have a future as a com-
a a long serve missioner of the United States 
b. close, but no cigar Racquetball Association. 
c. good and playable Six to seven correct: Either you play a 
6. A lob serve is struck by the receiver lot of racquetball or you're the type of 
inches past the short line, and his follow- person who enjoys reading the copyright 
through carries him past the short line, dates and Library of Congress Catalogue 
The result is numbers on the inside covers of books. 
—
 " " ~ x Four to five correct: Still a cut above 
^ C P 0 i the normal; the questions really are quite flinV^u ^ hard I One to three correct: The majority of 
• y racquetball players fall into this 
category. Hopefully you learned enough 
from this article to avoid a lot of future 
Hey mom and dad j I'm still a l ive and wel l at HOUSEKEEPER; Employer could use one or two arguments. 
Hope. Hope you recovered f rom your t r ip. 
WITHANO. 
EMPLOYMENT AVAILABLE: 10-15 hours per 
week. Theatre Depar tment seeks responsible 
persons to help run scene construction crews. 
Must have basic ski l ls and matu re at t i tude. 
Contact Todd Engle, theatre sept, for an in-
terview. 
WANTED: Letters to one lost and lonely 
American in France. Please address al l let-
ters. postecards, and packages to: 
VLN 
co Insti tut d' Etudes Europeenes 
7, rue des Cadeniers 
44000 Nantes. France 
Replies gauranteed, A l low two months for 
del ivery. 
Your French Connection. 
TELL YOUR BELOVED (or wou ld -be beloved) 
how you feel about him or her. 
Submit a classif ied ad of f ive l ines or less to 
the anchor to be publ ished on Valent ines Day, 
Feb U . 
Simply tape a quarter to the ad and slip it 
under the door of the anchor of f ice (basement 
of Graves Hall, ext . 4600) by Feb. 8. 
Satisfaction gauranteed. 
people at same t ime, o w n transportat ion 
preferred, day f lex ib le, *3.25 hr., SEE O F F -
CAMPUS JOBS, Phelps Lobby. 
SUMMER SUPERVISOR: Are you interested in 
young people? Would you enjoy work ing for a 
very act ive fami ly? Employer prefers person 
w i th education or summer camp experience. 
Job begins in mid-June, o w n transportat ion 
necessary, ^ . t t - S . S O hr.SEE OFF-CAMPUS 
JOBS, Phelps Lobby. 
HOUSEKEEPER: O w n t r a n s p o r t a t i o n 
necessary, *3.25 hr., one ha l f -day per week. 
SEE OFF-CAMPUS JOBS, Phelps Lobby. 
Zero correct: Don't bother with the 
rules-stick to your world lit. 
Dutch win half 
The women's basketball team did two 
things last week. They broke a four-game 
losing streak with a win over Alma, 57-62, 
and they started a new one with a 7948 
loss to league superpower Adrian. 
The Advantage which gave Hope the 
win over Alma proved to be in the field 
goal percentage category as the Dutch 
shot 38 percent from the floor while the 
Scots could only manage 30 percent 
Judy Foy, once again, led the women in 
scoring as she accounted for 17 of the 
points for Hope. Elsie Jerez contributed a 
career-high 12 points and Faye Berens 
added 10. 
Anne Mulder pulled down 11 rebouds 
and Jerez eight. 
It was obvious from the outset of the 
Adrian contest that the Orange and Blue 
were outclassed by their opposition. The 
visitors didn't take their scoring op-
portunities lightly as nearly every open 
shot that they took found its way to the 
bottom of the bucket. They wound up the 
night with a 42 percent clip, which would 
have been much higher if they would have 
left their regulars in for the entire con-
test. 
Adrian proved that they could play on 
both ends of the court as not a single 
Hopeite was able to reach double figures. 
Their tough defense also caused Hope to 
shoot far from the outside, which con-
tributed heavily in Hope's anemic 19 
percent from the field. 
Pat Henry led all Hope scorers with 
nine points while Mulder contributed six 
markers and 13 rebounds. 
The women's record stood a 4-5 overall 
and 3-2 in the league before Tuesday 
night's contest at Albion. They will play 
Kalamazoo tonight at 7 p.m. down there. 
I 
§ 
MIKE AND MARC: A re you still a l ive? 
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Dutchmen gain on Calvin 
Hard work rewarded-Nancy Scholten 
jumps for joy after qualifying for the AIA 
Woman's Nationals while breaking the 
school record for the 200 yard freestyle. 
Scholten heads 
for nationals 
Nancy Scholten, a Hope sophomore, 
has qualified to compete in the AIA 
Women's Nationals. After setting a school 
and pool record in the 200-yard freestyle 
in the triple swim meet held Saturday in 
Kresge Natatorium at the Dow Center, 
she was given the nod. 
A mark of 2:05.633 gives the Holland 
native a trip to Allegheny College in 
Meadvtile, PA, March 13-15. 
Scholten will represent Hope College in 
the Division III meet along with her 
teammate Nancy WandeWater, who has 




Last Wednesday night, the women's 
swim team continued on along their 
winning ways by beating Adrian College 
70-53. 
Saturday the women lost their first 
meet of the season to Albion, 67-63, which 
was considered a non-league con-
frontation. In the triple meet which in-
cluded Albion, Hope, and Wheaton 
Colleges, the ladies of Hope College broke 
an impressive five school records, along 
with Nancy Scholten's qualifying time for 
the nationals. Leading off the record-
breaking times was Nancy VandeWater 
in the 500-yard freestyle event. She was 
followed by Ann Stone in the 50-yard 
backstroke, Leslie Bethards in the 200-
yard individual medley, Deanna 
Palladino in the three-meter diving 
competition, and the 400-yard freestyle 
relay team of Ann Stone, Nancy Van-
deWater, Leslie Bethards, and Nancy 
Scholten. 
In the dual between Hope and Wheaton, 
Hope defeated Wheaton 80-49. 
The next home meet will be at 1 p.m. on 
Saturday, Feb. 9, at Kresge Natatorium. 
The women of Hope, who are now 5-1, will 
be host to the Knights of Calvin. 
Holy Cow! The Hope College Flying 
Dutchmen won two more games last 
week to make it four in a row and keep 
them within a game of league-lea ding 
Calvin, 4-0. 
The wins came over a non-league foe, 
Purdue-Indianapolis, 86-75, and a con-
ference opponent. Alma, by a score of 65-
57. 
Depth proved to be the winning 
ingredient for the Dutch in both of the 
contests as against Purdue seven team 
members scored in double figures, four of 
them off the bench, and in the Alma 
contest Coach Van Wieren cited depth as 
Wheaton sinks 
Hope 59-52 
The men s swim team was nipped by 
Wheaton College in a non-conference 
meet Saturday at the Kresge Natatorium 
by a tally of 59-52. 
Pat Nelis highlighted the meet, 
breaking the old school record in the 200-
yard freestyle with a mark of 1:48.21, 
even though he did lose to Wheaton's Rick 
Taylor, who set a new pool record of 
1:47.02. 
Hope won both the 400 medley relay, 
which is made up of Davis, Mike Sch-
muker, Green, and Tradell, and the 400 
freestyle relay event including Tim 
Jasperse, Craig Anderson, Dave Moored, 
and Pat Nelis. 
The only individual winner for Hope 
was Craig Anderson, who finished first in 
the 200-yard butterfly event. 
The Dutchmen's next home meet will 
be 1:00 on Saturday, Feb. 9, against 
Calvin. 
Roy davis dives into the competition 
Saturday at Dow against Wheaton, Hope 
lost by seven, (photo by Lora Rector) 
(y^ufon 
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a key factor in the victory. 
While in Indianapolis, the Dutch led by 
a slight margin throughout the entire first 
stanza and went into the locker room with 
a nine-point advantage, 34-24. The In-
diana team cut the lead to three points but 
the cagers, shooting 55 percent, were Just 
too much for home team and Purdue, 
hitting only 41 percent, succumbed. 
Scoring in double figures for the Dutch 
were Dale Wolfe with 13, Scott Benson 
and Tom Vander Stel with 12 each, John 
Vande Gutche with 11, and Loren 
Schrotenboer and Rick Reece with 10 
each. 
Hopes depth and rebounding strength 
were just too much for the Scots of Alma, 
and even though the visitors were able to 
stay within reach throughout the entire 
game they were not able to overcome the 
talented Orange and Blue. 
Leading Hope to a 34-29 rebounding 
edge were power-forward Matt Neil with 
eight and reserve center Craig Van 
Arendonk with six. 
Benson hit for 18 points while 
Schrotenboer had 11,and Neil and Reece 
registered 10 apiece. 
Benson leads the team this season in 
scoring, averaging 14.5 points per game. 
Neil is second with 11 8 and John Sutton is 
hitting at a 10.2 per game clip. 
Schrotenboer is pulling down 7 4 
rebounds per game, Neil 5.9, and Tony 
Roberts 5,4. 
As a team the Flying Dutch are hitting 
a phenomenal 48.2 percent from the field 
and a dismal 62 percent from the line. 
These can be compared with 42 4 and 67 
percent respectively for the opponents of 
the Dutch. 
Hope played at Adrian last night and 
will play in Kalamazoo against the 
Hornets Saturday before Wednesday s 
big game against Calvin at the Civic 
Center. 
AAatmen defated 30-21 
The Hope wrestling team once again 
fell short in their bid to gain their seconnd 
victory as they were forced to give Grand 
Rapids Baptist 24 of their 30 points 
because the shortage of wrestlers 
resulted in four forfeits. 
Of the matches wrestled Hope took four 
of six. Winning for the grapplers were 
Peter White, Mike Sutton, Kevin An-
derson, and Garry Visscher. 
Hope will wrestle Saturday in the tough 
Grand Valley Tournament in Allendale. 
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SBSSSSSSS 
SUPER RACQUETBALL SALE! 
Al l RACQUETS 
by - Ektelon 
-Wilton 
•AAAF Voit 25% Off 
Ektelon Wisp Ask About 
$3?*95
 $24'5 Voit Rollout Bleu 
Racquetbalis 
202 204 River Ave. Holland 
Phone 392 9533 
